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The idea of On-The-Fly (OTF) Computing is to compose and provide software services ad hoc, based on requirement

descriptions in natural language. Since non-technical users write  their software requirements themselves and in

unrestricted natural language, deficits occur such as inaccuracy and incompleteness. These deficits are usually tackled by

natural language processing methods, which have to face specific challenges in OTF Computing because maximum

automation is the goal there. In the following, we present current automatic approaches for solving inaccuracies and

incompleteness in natural language requirement descriptions.
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1. Introduction

The idea of On-The-Fly Computing employs individual software requirements in natural language (NL) provided by users

for an automatic composition of individual software services. Simply put, OTF Computing aims at providing tailored

software services to individuals. Here, it is challenging that the requirements are given in NL and are accordingly partially

incomplete, inconsistent or ambiguous. Since the bidirectional dialog between software developers and end users is

omitted in the OTF Computing vision, new ways are needed to obtain missing information from end users regarding the

desired software, which cannot be currently found in any existing linguistic resources . Research as well as practical

tools for NL requirement refinement are often dedicated to special domains or designed with different guidelines that do

not require a fast computation or other OTF-typical standards. However, most approaches are developed for experts

rather than for end users or an application in everyday life. Consequently, we want to draw attention to challenges of

service description processing in the context of OTF Computing, where a very high degree of automation is required.

2. Natural Language Software Requirements in OTF Computing

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is crucial for the functionality of the OTF vision because, being the only possible form

for service descriptions, we have to tackle NL shortcomings while finding and making use of as much information as

possible from given NL input. Nevertheless, the individual factors such as the user's knowledge or some expert level

know-how can shape a requirement and its accuracy as input for other processes. This leads to service descriptions being

characterized as user-generated, informal documents . However, since formal specification languages - even in a

weaker form - are not applicable for non-technical end users, we have to face typical NL challenges, among which are a

lack of structure and correctness, some grammar and spelling errors as well as occasional ambiguity issues. This is still a

tremendous difference compared to the usefulness of formal specification methods already available .

2.1. Extraction of Canonical Core Functionalities

It is a challenging task to find important and useful information in NL service descriptions because they are unstructured

and contain off-topic information . Apart from that, canonical core functionalities are neither provided in an order nor easy

to extract. However, relations among requirements are important in order to figure out which requirements determine

others. These steps specify which function an application might have. This requires extracting all specified functionalities

and ordering them functionally. The state-of-the-art puts the functions in a temporal or causal order, a way the user might

have intended .

2.2. Automatic Detection and Compensation of Inaccuracy

In OTF Computing, issues such as ambiguity or inaccuracy have to be tackled due to the lack of expert knowledge on the

end users' side. Therefore, we need NLP tools that  recognize various types of inaccuracies on the one hand and identify

linguistic characteristics leading to inaccuracy on the other hand. These tools have to be able to resolve as many deficits
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as possible in the NL descriptions independently. Furthermore, a kind of knowledge base (in the form of linguistic

resources) is required, which are quite rare for the OTF Computing domain.

3. Natural Language Processing Approaches

In the following, an insight into the research in the domain of canonical core functionality extraction as well as automatic

inaccuracy compensation and detection is given.

3.1. Requirements Extraction

Up to now, there is little research done on extracting software requirements. For example, there is a tool named REaCT ,

which makes use of learning procedures to find phrases belonging to a certain topic. It works on textual requirement

descriptions and tries to transfer the most important entities for functional requirements found in a template. From the

technical side, this involves dividing description texts into sentences and classifying them into off- and on-topic

components. After this step, from the on-topic sentences containing functional requirements, there are attribute-value

pairs extracted in order to iteratively fill the template, starting with the most important elements such as subjects, actions,

predicates and objects (e.g. indirect objects). Next to this, the idea of extracting requirements without machine learning

but rule-based is raised. At any rate, due to the possibly low quality of descriptions, there is still enough to be done. Other

approaches focus on high-quality requirements or assume getting high-quality texts, which makes such tools unsuitable

for the OTF Computing domain. Apart from that, there exists a study of unstructured and informal requirement

descriptions from the Open Source domain .

3.2. Multiple Inaccuracy Detection and Compensation

In the following, combined approaches for the detection and compensation of ambiguity and incompleteness are

presented. Well-known tools are QuARS  and QuARSexpress , which can deal with a broad range of inaccuracies,

while NL2OCL and SR-Elicitor are tools that reach a low coverage.  QuARS is supposed to detect a high number of

issues in requirement descriptions, while NL2OCL  and SR-Elicitor  should detect and compensate issues fully

automatically. Another tool, called RESI (Requirements Engineering Specification Improver), is based on a high degree of

user interaction when compensating inaccuracies. Here, we want to draw attention to three solutions that we describe in

more detail for a better understanding. These tools are NLARE (Natural Language Automatic Requirement Evaluator) ,

RESI  and CORDULA (Compensation of Requirements Descriptions Using Linguistic Analysis) . Furthermore, we

highlight the discrepancies here. NLARE is a hybrid approach with focus on functional requirements and the detection of

ambiguity, incompleteness and atomicity. Among other things, the software employs an atomicity criterion that basically

sets the rule that a single sentence must contain a single requirement. Apart from that, incompleteness is seen as to

complement information dealing with "W-questions": "Who", "What", "Where", "When." The authors regard ambiguity as

given when adverbs and adjectives occur that can be de- or increased. NLARE makes use of regular expressions in order

to process NL data. NLARE further applies spelling correction, detects sentence boundaries and tokenizes words. There

is no assistance or compensation of inaccuracies. However, there are other tools: RESI has a different aim because it

enables (and encourages) user interaction while being flexible and also dealing with linguistic defects. RESI understands

requirement specifications as a graph, where it automatically identifies inaccuracies. Each inaccuracy is solved within a

dialog between the user and the system.

Figure 1. CORDULA tool.
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Moreover, there is a tool called CORDULA (cf. Fig. 1), which is in some cases similar to RESI. CORDULA is able to find

and compensate "language deficiencies" such as ambiguity, vagueness and incompleteness in written requirement texts

produced by end users. Thus, CORDULA is well suited for the OTF Computing domain, for which it was also designed

and developed. Furthermore, CORDULA enables users to find suitable software and services that can be used to

generate canonical core functionalities from service and requirement description texts. Predefined linguistic features, used

as indicators, enable the system to improve text quality individually. This approach is data-driven and aims at current

needs as it is driven by a typical text analysis pipeline. However, CORDULA has a considerable disadvantage for the OTF

Computing domain: Its slow execution time.

4. Research Outlook

Because of the specific nature of OTF Computing, NLP approaches developed so far do not achieve the required

execution times and compensation quality. Therefore, there is a lot to be done: Attention still needs to be paid to the

development of methods for extracting requirements as well as to the detection and compensation of inaccuracies. This

raises other issues such as the lack of resources but also the lack of interoperability of individual compensation

components, ways of efficiently involving end users without overburdening them, and much more. Here, existing as well

as future techniques from the Semantic Web research can be applied soon, in particular the Linked (Open) Data

techniques. Furthermore, work on modern chat technology to conduct targeted communication with end users as part of

the compensation steps is needed. Through this procedure, missing information can be requested and the user is

supported with examples. In addition, the results generated during the compensation process can be explained during the

offered chat, which increases the usability for end users. 
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